Pending Certification

Claim Checking

This is the first point
that as a
Certification Body
we will view an
apprenticeship
claim. This is the
point where the
days elapsed
counter will start.

Basic Information

Any claims not in
this queue will not
be actioned (e.g. in
the Entered or
Rejected queues)

Linked with
Employer Details &
Framework

Reject/Authorise

Employer Details

Framework

Status

Identifiers

Certification Evidence

Linked with Basic
Information &
Status

Linked with Basic
Information &
Certification
Evidence

Linked with
Employer Details

Not linked to any
other tab

Linked with Basic
Information,
Framework & Status

Claim will be
rejected or
approved
depending on
whether the
evidence and
information
provided is correct
or not, status
change carried out
under the Status tab

Checks

Checks

Checks

Checks

Checks

Checks

- Apprentice details
> name spelt correctly format is
correct
> gender and prefix
> middle name if provided is in
correct format
> information needs to be in the
correct fields
If there is a NI number issue it could
relate to the way the information
has been entered on ACE, compared
to the information entered on a
previous claim

- Employer Details
> Employer name (can be T.P
name)
> Contact (can be a person
name or a job position), it
cannot be the learners name. It
should not be the T.P details
unless if the T.P is the employer,
check this against the Status tab
(pending certification status)

- Framework Details
> Start date must fall within
framework dates, unless if a
combined qualification has been
completed in 2014 (before
September 2014), in which case
the start date can be outside the
framework dates. System
validation is in place to ensure
correct frameworks are
selected.
> Level & Pathway needs to be
correct as this affects the
evidence that is required
(intermediate, advanced or
higher)

- Status History
> where you can view the
history of the claim, look at
previous rejections
> the person setting the claim to
‘pending certification’ cannot be
the employer contact, unless if
the employer company is the
T.P itself
> notes left on the system are
not emailed to the Certification
Body. If you would like to query
a rejection then please contact
the person rejecting the claim.

- Numbers
> the only mandatory field in
this tab is the NI Number, but
we do not need to check this
against anything on the claim.

Each piece of evidence has its own minimum
requirements that must be met and be clearly legible
for it to be acceptable (e.g. DOB, gender). Guidance on
acceptable evidence can be found here: https://
acecerts.co.uk/web/acceptable-evidence

- Start & Last Date
> duration of apprenticeship is 6/12
months depending on learners age
> start date falls within selected F/
WK dates*
*exemption to this rule is if a learner
has completed a combined
qualification but has a start date in
2014
- Apprentice Contact Details
> address
> phone
> email
> only the address is mandatory and
must be in full, but none can be the
same as the employer details unless
evidence is provided
- Other
> check for notes left by T.P
Providers cannot change information
such as name once the claim is
submitted, we can change the
information at pending, FISSS can
change the information at all stages

- Employer Address
> address details have to be in
full and must be different to the
learners details unless a
statement has been provided –
if the employer sector is in
hospitality the address details
can be the same if the employer
is e.g. a hotel/Butlins etc. Army/
RAF claims do not follow this as
their details are held
confidentially
> Phone & Email details have to
be the employers details and
cannot be the learners or T.P
(unless if the T.P is the
employer). The details must be
in full and cannot be fake E.g.
unknown@unknown.com

If the status has been incorrectly
changed then to change it back
contact FISSS

- Combined/Competence (NVQ)/Knowledge
(Technical) qualifications)
> certificates will have a Qualification number (QAN)
which needs to match the qualifications under the
framework tab
> if a certificate is not provided and a report is
provided instead then the qualification name must
match the name under the framework tab
> the details will not match up if the Framework
Details (framework, level, pathway) selected are
incorrect
- Transferable Skills (English/Maths/ICT)
> the qualifications and grades we can accept depend
on the apprenticeship level and the learners start date.
Guidance can be found in the following documents:
- Before 6th April 2015 start: https://acecerts.co.uk/
web/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/ACE-TransferableSkills-Feb-2015-V4-Starts-up-to-5th-April-2015.pdf
- After 6th April 2015 start: https://acecerts.co.uk/web/
wp-content/uploads/2013/06/ACE-Transferable-SkillsApril-2015-New-starts-from-6th-April-20152.pdf
> not all frameworks require ICT, to check the
requirements go to the Framework tab and check the
Functional Skills section, the level/grade required will
be determined by the apprenticeship level, for
guidance see the above links
- Consent Form
> the consent form is not required on every claim, if it
has been provided it will be in the ‘Apprentice Consent
Form’ section
> annotated version of the new form can be found
here: https://acecerts.co.uk/web/wp-content/
uploads/2013/07/Annotated-Consent-formexample.pdf this is only acceptable if signed after 1st
April 2015

